INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Glioma is one of the most commonly occurring primary tumors in the Central Nervous System (CNS). Current therapies produce very few optimal effects due to the invasive growth feature of the tumor. MRI is a strong tool to aid in defining the glioma\'s pathological grade and related invasive capability, and by providing therapeutic guidance in clinical treatment. Many studies have shown that the ability of a glioma to invade tissue is closely correlated with the expression levels of matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs). The current study investigated the relationship between the expression levels of MMPs and the MRI characteristics as well as the pathological grade of human gliomas, thus providing guidance in selecting the best therapy and evaluating the prognosis after clinical treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

Clinical Information {#s2a}
--------------------

The human glioma samples were obtained from 31 glioma patients who had their surgeries between July 2003 and April 2005 in Xi\'an Jiaotong University First Affiliated Hospital. No radiotherapy or chemotherapy was given to any patient before the operation. The study involved 16 male and 15 female patients, between the ages of 15-71, and the average age was 44.7±16.2 years. The most common clinical symptoms and complaints among the patients were headache(*n* = 17), epileptic seizures (*n* = 7), disturbances in the feelings and movements of limb (*n* = 5), and psychosis (*n* = 2). The patients were divided into 2 groups, low grading group (*n* = 20, grade I and grade II) and high grading group (*n* = 11, grade III and grade IV) according to the 2007 WHOCNS tumor classification.

MRI scanning {#s2b}
------------

All MR scans performed prior to the operations were conducted on a 1.5-T MR Imaging System (Gyroscan Intra, Philips) with the Head Coil and SE sequence. Pre- and postcontrast enhancement scans were conducted in all patients before their operations. The glioma diagnoses were confirmed by pathological analysis after surgery. The MRI regular scanning included sagittal T1WI, transverse T1WI and T2WI, and the MRI enhancement scanning were fulfilled by Gd DAPA in sagittal and transverse T1WI. The dosage of Gd DAPA was 0.1 mmol/kg and the injection was completed within 1-2 min. The following T1WI scan parameters were applied: TR/TE = 431/11 ms, T2WI sequence TR/TE = 4850/120 ms, FOV = 24 cm×24 cm, matrix = 256×256, NEX = 2, bandwidth = 12.5 kHz, slice thickness = 5 mm, and spacing = 1 mm. The same parameters were used in the enhancement scanning.

Immunohistochemistry {#s2c}
--------------------

The pathological specimens were fixed and embedded in paraffin and then sectioned. After dewaxing, section endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 3% H~2~O~2~ for 10 min, and incubated with mouse anti-human MMP-2 or MMP-9 primary antibody (Boshide Inc., China) at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, the sections were incubated with the goat anti-mouse secondary antibody at room temperature for 30 min. After being stained with DAB and counterstained with haematoxylin, the sections were studied by light microscopy. Some previously obtained sections showing positive staining were used as positive controls. In negative control sections the primary antibody was omitted.

Analysis and evaluation of MMPs expression {#s2d}
------------------------------------------

The expression of MMPs was analyzed under a high-resolution light microscope, based on the immunohistochemical staining results. Positive cells were defined as cells with brown or brown-yellow staining in the cytoplasm. The distribution and expression levels of MMPs were then quantified. The average expression level of MMPs (L1) was calculated by the equation: L1 = (numbers of positive staining cells / total numbers of counted cells) x 100%.

MRI data analysis {#s2e}
-----------------

### Measurement of Edema Index (EI) {#s2e1}

The EI was determined as previously described by Inamura *et al*[@b1]. The maximum diameter and the maximum length of the tumor were evaluated in enhanced transverse plane images, and the maximum height was measured in enhanced sagittal plane images. The volume of the tumor was calculated by multiplying these three maximum numbers. The volume of edema was measured at the T2WI sequence by the same method. EI = volume of edema/volume of tumor.

### Measurement of enhancement {#s2e2}

The regions of interest (ROI) was selected on the maximum layer of the tumor, which was approximately 20-30 mm^2^. Intensities of the signals were measured at T1WI or T1WI enhancement sequence, respectively. The mean value obtained subsequently was the intensity of the signals before and after the enhancement scan. The Enhance Percentage (EP) that was used to assess the enhancement of tumors was the difference between the intensities of the signals before and after the enhancement scan divided by the intensity of the signals before the scan.

The same experimental methods and standards were used in all patients. The ROI was selected and measured consistently.

### Other data {#s2e3}

Using enhanced transverse T1WI images, the maximum diameters were measured at the layers with maximum tumor dimensions.

All MRI scans were evaluated and verified by two experienced radiologists.

Statistical analysis {#s2f}
--------------------

All measurement data were expressed as mean±SD, and two independent samples t test was used to compare the differences of two independent samples. Pearson\'s test was used in correlation analyses. The P value reported was two-sided and values of *P* \< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using the SPSS software (Version12.0, SPSS Inc, USA).

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

Immunohistochemical results {#s3a}
---------------------------

The expression of MMP-2 (***Fig.1A and 1B***) and MMP-9 (***Fig.1C and 1D***) in the glioma specimens was observed in the tumor cellular cytoplasm, the vascular endothelial cells and the basement membranes. Small numbers of positive cells with weak staining were observed in the low grading gliomas. Compared to the low grading group, in the high grading gliomas there were more positively stained cells with dark-brown granules and the numbers of blood-vessels increased (***Fig.1***). In addition, the positively stained cells were locally nested and their distribution showed the characteristic of "bigger spots". The strong staining of MMPs was located mainly in the active proliferation and invasion areas. In the low grading gliomas, quantitative analysis revealed the mean expression levels of MMP-2 and MMP-9 staining were 16.38±8.43% and 12.09±7.98%, respectively, compared to those of 60.47±21.45% and 41.03±14.00% in the high grading gliomas ([***Table 1***](#jbr-24-02-124-t01){ref-type="table"}). Thus, MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression was significantly different between the low grading group and the high grading group (*P* \< 0.05).

![Immunohistochemical results of the expression of MMP-2 (A and B)and MMP-9 (C and D) A: Expression of MMP-2 in the low grading glioma (×100). B: Expression of MMP-2 in the high grading glioma (×100). C: Expression of MMP-9 in the low grading glioma (×100). D: Expression of MMP-9 in the high grading glioma (×100). Fewer positive cells with weak staining were observed in the low grading glioma (A and C). Compared to the low grading group, more positively stained cells with dark-brown granules were observed in the high grading gliomas (B and D).](jbr-24-02-124-g001){#jbr-24-02-124-g001}

###### Relationships between the pathological grade and the glioma MMPs expression, EI and EP values and the maximum tumor diameter

                           Low grading glioma (*n* = 20)   High grading gliomas (*n* = 11)    *t*      *p*
  ----------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------- ---------
  MMP-2(%)                         16.38 ± 8.43                     60.47 ± 21.45            8.200   \< 0.05
  MMP-9(%)                         12.09 ± 7.98                     41.03 ± 14.00            6.312   \< 0.05
  EI                                1.21 ± 0.67                      6.67 ± 5.55             4.405   \< 0.05
  EP                                4.66 ± 4.61                     33.86 ± 20.08            6.286   \< 0.05
  Maximum diameter (mm)            34.02 ± 10.51                    53.19 ± 9.97             5.026   \< 0.05

MRI {#s3b}
---

In the low grading gliomas, lower or slightly lower signals were observed in the T1WI sequence, in which the majority showed a homogeneity feature. In the T2WI sequence, higher or slightly higher signals were observed, which were mainly homogeneous with clear borders. In addition, the signals accompanied by rare bleeding were generally not enhanced or only slightly enhanced (***Fig.2***). Signals in the T1WI sequence in the high grading group were heterogeneously low and equi-signals, in which few showed the low and high heterogeneous distribution. In the T2WI sequence, heterogeneity of equi- and high signals with unclear borders accompanied by necrosis and bleeding were observed. Furthermore, obviously heterogeneous enhancements were seen in most of the high grading gliomas (***Fig.3***). In some patients, tumors invaded the corpus callosum, crossing the midline and reaching the contra-lateral cerebral hemisphere. Multiple tissues or organs were invaded in rare cases. Quantitive results showed that EI was 1.21±0.67, EP was 4.66±4.61, and the maximum diameter was 34.02±10.51 mm in the low grading gliomas. The corresponding values in the high grading gliomas were: EI = 6.67±5.55, EP = 33.86±20.08, and the maximum diameter = 53.19±9.97 mm, respectively.

![The MRI scanning result of a low grade glioma. A: A homogeneous and long T1 signal with clear border was seen in the T1WI sequence at the transverse plane in the left frontal lobe. The lateral ventricle was compressed. B: A homogeneous and long T2 signal with clear border was observed in the transverse plane T2WI sequence in the left frontal lobe, with lateral ventricle compression. C: A T1WI enhancement scanning at the transverse plane showed a slightly irregular enhancement. D: A T1WI enhancement scanning at the sagittal plane showed a slightly irregular enhancement.](jbr-24-02-124-g002){#jbr-24-02-124-g002}

![The MRI of a high grade glioma. A: A heterogeneous and slightly long T1 signal with unclear border was detected in the T1WI sequence at the transverse plane in the left frontal lobe. B: A heterogeneous and slightly long T2 signal with unclear border was observed in the T2WI sequence at the transverse plane in the left frontal lobe. An edema band existed around the tumor. C: A T1WI enhancement scan at the transverse plane showed a wreath-like and heterogeneous enhancement. D: A T1WI enhancement scanning at the sagittal plane showed a wreath-like and heterogeneous enhancement.](jbr-24-02-124-g003){#jbr-24-02-124-g003}

Relationship between the pathological grade and the MMPs expression, EI, EP value, and maximum tumor diameter. {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A *t*-test analysis showed that the MMPs expression, EI or EP value and the maximum diameter significantly differed between the different groups. In the high grading group, the MMP-2 and MMP-9 expressions were significantly higher than in the low grading group (*P* \< 0.05). Similarly, the values of EI, EP, and the maximum diameter were significantly higher than those in the low grading glioma group (*P* \< 0.05).

Correlation between the levels of MMPs expression and EI, EP and the maximum diameter of tumors {#s3d}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MMP-2 (*r* = 0.480, *p* \< 0.05) or MMP-9 (*r* = 0.516, *p* \< 0.05) expression showed a positive correlation with the corresponding EI ([***Fig. 4A and 4B***](#jbr-24-02-124-g004){ref-type="fig"})

The MMP-2 (*r* = 0.754, *p* \< 0.05) or MMP-9 (*r* = 0.554, *p* \< 0.05) expression showed a positive correlation with the corresponding EP ([***Fig. 4C and 4D***](#jbr-24-02-124-g004){ref-type="fig"})

The MMP-2 (*r* = 0.700, *p* \< 0.05) or MMP-9 (*r* = 0.676, *p* \< 0.05) expression showed a positive correlation with the corresponding maximum diameter ([***Fig. 4E and 4F***](#jbr-24-02-124-g004){ref-type="fig"})

Assessments of the correlation between the MMPs expression and other MRI parameters {#s3e}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the clarity of borders and the degree of signal homogeneity, the gliomas investigated in the current study were re-divided into two groups with unclear/clear borders, or two groups with heterogeneous/homogeneous signals. The mean ratio of MMP-2 (MMP-9) expression in the unclear border group was 31.67±26.42% (20.02±14.85%) and was 32.67±25.45% (26.62±21.84%) in the clear border group. In addition, the mean ratio of MMP-2 or MMP-9 expression in the heterogeneous signal group was 37.84±27.73% or 26.28±18.48%, and in the homogeneous group the values were 17.82±11.41% and 12.77±9.84%. The *t*-test showed a significant difference in both the MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression between the heterogeneous and homogeneous signal groups, but there were no differences between the unclear border group and the clear border group ([***Table 2***](#jbr-24-02-124-t02){ref-type="table"}).

###### MMPs expression and other MRI characteristics

                                               MMP-2            MMP-9          t       *P*
  --------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------- ---------
  Clear border group (*n* = 14)            32.67 ± 25.45%   26.26 ± 21.48%   0.103   \> 0.05
  Unclear border group (*n* = 17)          31.67 ± 26.42%   20.02 ± 14.85%          
  Homogeneous signal group (*n* = 18)      17.82 ± 11.41%   12.77 ± 9.84%    2.848   \< 0.05
  Heterogeneous signal group (*n* = 13)    37.84 ± 27.73%   26.28 ± 18.48%          

![The correlation between the expression of MMP-2, MMP-9 and EI (A and B), EP (C and D) and the maximum diameter (E and F) of tumor.](jbr-24-02-124-g004){#jbr-24-02-124-g004}

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

Previous studies revealed that, among the information provided by MRI, EP, EI, tumor size, border definition, signal homo- or heterogeneity, space-occupying effect, and midline shift, are positively correlated with the pathological grade of gliomas[@b2]--[@b4]. Importantly, EP and EI have been shown to exhibit the strongest correlations. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms for such correlations are still unclear.

Our study investigated the expression of MMPs in human gliomas by using an immunohistochemical staining method. Our results illustrated that the expression levels of MMP-2 and MMP-9 are associated with the pathological grades of the tumor[@b5]--[@b6], providing strong evidence that MMPs expression can be used as a criterion to determine the malignant phenotypes of gliomas.

Results from the present study demonstrated that: ①brain edema or space-occupying effect rarely occur in low grading tumors, whereas moderate or severe brain edema often appears in high grading gliomas accompanied by an obvious space-occupying effect, suggesting the severity of edema is closely related to the expression level of MMPs. ②MRI results also provide diagnostic evidence of a low grading glioma based on the lack of apparent enhancement at the interface of brain and tumor. In the higher pathological grades of gliomas the interface of the brain and tumor were often shown to be irregular, heterogeneous and gradually intensified. ③Although our results showed that the size of a tumor is another factor relating to the MMPs expression, we still cannot speculate on the malignancy of the tumors by tumor size due to the fact that the tumor size is also determined by tumor localization, initiation and duration of the tumor growth, and other factors. ④The expression of the MMP-2 and MMP-9 were significantly different between the heterogeneous and homogeneous signal groups, but were not different between the unclear border group and the clear border group. These findings suggest that some of the MRI features in the current study might be associated with the expression of MMPs.

MMPs belong to a family of proteolytic enzymes that play an important role in tumor invasion, matrix degradation, blood-brain barrier (BBB) destruction and tumor angiogenesis[@b7]--[@b10].

The expression levels of MMPs are increased in the higher pathological grades of gliomas[@b11], leading to the opening of the BBB by degrading capillary beds enriched in basement membranes. As a result, at the early stage the permeability of the BBB increases, promoting the development of vasogenic cerebral edema. Meanwhile, inflammatory cells enter the tumor tissues via the injured BBB, which leads to a more serious cerebral damage (cytotoxic cerebral edema), by releasing inflammatory mediators[@b12],[@b13]. Accumulated evidence demonstrates that MMP-2 up-regulation contributes to the early opening of BBB[@b14], whereas the later stage opening is related to MMP-9 expression[@b15].

In addition, MMPs play an essential role in regulating the formation of tumor blood vessels during tumor invasion[@b16],[@b17]. The structure of newly-generated blood vessels is incomplete, which leads to the leakage of plasma and large molecules into the intercellular space, resulting in the development of edema around the tumors. Moreover, up-regulation of MMPs accelerates the angiogenesis of tumors, which appears to be related to the MRI enhancement results[@b18]--[@b22].

In high grading gliomas, MMPs up-regulation enhances the capability of tumor invasion which accelerates the development of cystic change, necrosis, calcification and hemosiderosis in tumor cells[@b23],[@b24]. The complicated cellular components of high grading tumors parallel the heterogeneous signals in MRI scanning results, demonstrating the heteromorphism of the tumor tissues[@b25]. Invasive growth is the characteristic of gliomas, even in low grade gliomas, and the diffusive, invasive growth of tumor cells is apparent, indicating that local invasion is a common feature of gliomas[@b26]. Distributions of tumor cells that are located in the white matter and gray matter of the cerebral hemispheres are mostly diffuse, and mainly include astrocytes with unclear borders. Therefore, the clarity of border indicated in an MRI image cannot be used as a marker to diagnose the malignancy of tumor.

In conclusion, the expression level of MMPs is correlated with the invasion ability of human gliomas[@b27]--[@b30]. The MRI parameters, such as tumor EI, EP, maximum diameters, and signal heterogeneity, can be used to reflect the expression level of MMPs and estimate the tumor\'s malignant behavior, thus providing the guidance for clinical therapies.
